Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:34 p.m. in 226 Tigert Hall.

**Members Present:** Bernard Mair, Chair, Cory Armstrong, Kelli McCormack Brown, Peggy Carr, Tom Dana, Ken Gerhardt, Stephanie Hanson, Selman Hershfield, David Julian, Edmund Kellerman, Debra Walker-King, Mirka Koro-Lungberg, Mark Law, Jonathan Lott, Albert Matheny, Michael McKenzie, Karen Miles, Robert Primosch, Brian Ray, Jennifer Rea, David Reed, Mark Rush, Nicole Sarrine, Edward Schaefer, Elaine Turner

**Guests:** Roxanne Barnett, Linda Hon, Martha McDonald, Hans van Oostrom, Bruce Wheeler

1. **Approval of minutes of January 19, 2010 meeting.**
   The minutes were approved.

2. **Update from Faculty Senate.**
   No updates presented.

3. **Proposal to consolidate the Departments of Operative Dentistry and Prosthodontics and create a new department of Restorative Dental Sciences in the College of Dentistry, effective July 1, 2010.** Dr Primosch reviewed this change, which combines two academic departments into one. The change was approved.

4. **Request for Change to Mass Communication Minor, effective Summer B, 2010.** Dr Hon outlined the change, which will allow study abroad courses to substitute for required courses. This change was approved.

5. **Request change to Bachelor in Materials Science and Engineering, effective Summer B, 2010.** Dr Law and Martha McDonald explained this change will provide more flexibility in allowing EMA 3061 to substitute for CHM 2200 as a prerequisite. This change was approved, and UCC2 forms will be submitted to update course prerequisites where necessary.

6. **Proposed changes to Athletic Training SLOs, effective Summer B 2010.** Dr McCormack Brown explained that this change is accounting for newly approved courses. The changes to the SLOs were approved.

7. **Proposed changes to Recreation, Parks & Tourism ALCs and SLOs, effective Summer B 2010.** Dr McCormack Brown reviewed these proposed changes, but the committee returned them for further review as they incorporate grades which is not an authorized practice unless there is a ruberic.
8. Proposed changes to Sport Management ALCs and SLOs, effective Summer B 2010. Dr McCormack Brown reviewed these proposed changes, but the committee returned them for further review as they incorporate grades which is not an authorized practice unless there is a ruberic.

9. Proposed changes to Interior Design degree program, effective Summer B 2010. Dr Carr presented the requested changes, which were approved pending the submission of UCC2 forms to update the affected courses.

10. Proposed changes to Sustainability and the Built Environment degree program, effective Summer B 2010. Dr Carr explained this proposal adjusts the minimum acceptable grade for ECO 2013 and ECO 2023 from a “C+” to a “C”. This proposal was approved.

11. Proposed new Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering degree program, effective Fall 2010. Dr Wheeler reviewed the department’s proposal for this new program. The proposal was tabled so that articulation issues can be reviewed with the Provost’s Office. It will be returned to the committee for consideration as soon as an acceptable resolution can be reached.

12. Proposed changes to placement testing for mathematics courses, effective Summer 2010. Dr Smith explained that the department wishes to begin using a national standardized placement test for their MAC 2311 and MAC 2233 courses, in place of the locally written instrument that is currently used. The change was approved, with the verbiage to read “minimal acceptable score on the Mathematics Placement Exam (ALEKS)”.

13. Items from Graduate School (information only).

None presented

14. Proposed changes to undergraduate courses – all are being reviewed electronically.

- HSC3232C – Exercise Therapy, Adapted Physical Activity and Health
- DIG4903 – Hypermedia
- DIG3745C – Electronics and Sensor-based Art
- DIG4483C – Advanced Experiments in Digital Art
- DIG3305C – Digital Animation 1
- DIG3133 – Programming for Artists
- MAN4301 – Human Resource Management
- APK4315 – Topics in Sports Medicine
- APK2300C – Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
- HSC4876 – Internship in Health Education
- HSC4950 – Current Topics in Health Education
- SUR3641 – Survey Computations
- FNR4343L – Forest Water Resource Lab
- WIS2040 – Wildlife Issues in a Changing World
• SUR4201 – Route Geometrics and Design
• DEP3053 – Developmental Psychology
• DAA4211 – Advanced Ballet 4-2
• DAA3209 – Intermediate Ballet 3-2
• DAA3109 Intermediate Modern Dance 3-2
• EXP4174C – Laboratory in Sensory Processes
• PCO4930 – Seminar in Counseling Psychology
• EAB4714C – Laboratory in Applied Behavior Analysis
• EXP3104 – Sensory Processes
• SOP4704 – Advanced Social Psychology
• DEP4115 – Infant Psychology
• PSB4810 – Neurobiology of Learning and Memory
• PSB4342 – Introduction to Cognitive Neuroscience

15. Proposed new undergraduate courses all are being reviewed electronically, except where otherwise noted.
• ARH3XXX – Renaissance Art
• ARH4XXX – Baroque Rome
• ART4XXX – Digital Fabrication
• REL2XXX – Religion and Science
• BME1XXX – Introduction to Biomedical Engineering – approved pending update to syllabus
• BME3XXX – Cellular Engineering Laboratory – approved pending update to course description
• BME4XXX – Biomedical Instrumentation - approved
• BME4XXX – Molecular Biomedical Engineering - approved
• BME4XXX – Senior Design, Professionalism, and Ethics 1 - approved
• BME4XXX – Senior Design, Professionalism, and Ethics 2 - approved
• BME4401 – Medical Imaging – approved pending update to grading scheme
• CLA3XXX – Greek and Roman Epic
• HPS3500 – Perspectives on Science and Mathematics
• CAT4XXX – Independent Study in Catalan
• LAS3930 – Topics in Latin American Studies
• PUP4940 – Public Leadership Internship
• TUR1182 – Preparation for Intermediate Turkish
• TUR1180 – Elementary Turkish
• ENT4934 – Special Topics

16. Notice of proposed new joint graduate/undergraduate level courses – all are being reviewed electronically.
• GLY5576 - Continental Margin Stratigraphy
• GEO5XXX – Climatology
• SWS5215 - Land Application of Residual Products
• ENY5XXX – Insects and Wildlife
• ART5XXX – Digital Fabrication

17. Notice of proposed changes to joint graduate/undergraduate level courses – all are being reviewed electronically.
• PET5646 - Advanced Exercise Therapy and Adapted Physical Education
• OTH5770 – Research for Occupational Therapy

18. Proposed new graduate courses (information only) – forwarding to state.
• RSD6XXX – Scientific Writing for the Rehabilitation Professional
• SPS6905 – Individual Study
• ECP7407 – Theory of Industrial Organization
• SPS7980 – Research for Doctoral Dissertation
• SPS7979 – Advanced Research
• EEC6910 – Supervised Research
• SPS6910 – Supervised Research
• EEC6940 – Supervised Teaching
• SPS6940 – Supervised Teaching
• LAE6XXX – Teaching Media Literacy with the Internet
• APK6XXX – Evidence-Based Orthopedic Exam II
• GMS6XXX – Advanced Clinical Trial Methods
• ART6XXX – Hypermedia
• ART6XXX – Installation Using Digital Processes
• ART6XXX – Digital Media Workshop
• ART6XXX – Programming for Artists
• ART6XXX – Video Art
• ART6XXX – Advanced Experiments in Digital Art
• FIN6559 – Personal Finance Management

19. Proposed changes to graduate courses (information only) – forwarding to state.
• FIN6476 – Venture Finance
• GEB6155 – Social Entrepreneurship
• GEB6156 – Entrepreneurial Opportunity
• GEB6116 – Business Plan Formation
• GEB6115 - Entrepreneurship
• GEB6105 – Venture Analysis
• APK6314 – Physical Assessment of Athletic Injuries
• GMS6023 – Principles of Neuroscience III

20. Proposed new professional courses.
None presented.

21. Proposed changes to professional courses.
None presented.
The meeting adjourned at 3:08 p.m.